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Frequency Conversion With Positive Nonlinear 
Resistors 

Chester H. Page 

A nonlinear r esistor subject to an almost periodic voltage will absorb power at some 
frequencies, a nd supply power at other frequencies. Necessary and s ufficien t relations 
a mon g these powers are found. Among the practical conseq uences are t he resul ts: (1) 
modulation efficiency cannot exceed unity, (2) subharmonics are not produced , and (3) the 
effici cncy of generating an nth harmonic cannot exceed 1/n2 . 

1. Introduction 

Positive nonlinear resistors are here defined as two-terminal devices tlu-ough which the 
current (I ) is a real finite single-valued nondecreasing function of th e voltage (V) across the 
terminals, with the added condition that 1 (0)= 0. The function I (V) may have simple dis
continuities. 

The voltage is assumed to be uniformly almost periodic, i. c., a bounded continuous func
t ion of time representable by a uniformly convergent trigonometric series. 

The resistor will absorb power , P" (positive or negative), at each of the frequencies (wn ) 

in the voltage. R elations among the P n are of practical and theoretical interest. 
The voltage can be thought of as suppli ed by a series-connected set of generators, some 

of which are real , whereas others represent the effects of voltage drop across the remaining 
passive elements of the network. Generators associated with po itive P " are callcd "sources" ; 
those associated with negative P n , "sinks." Continuity of V(t) is provided physically by the 
inevitable shunt capacitance, however sm all , of the resistor. 

'" '" 
V= ~Vn= ~ an cos (wnt+ 81/ )' (1 ) 

1 1 

The current through the resistor will be 8 2 almost periodic,I as is shown in the appendix . 
It is given almost everywh ere by 

'" 
l(t) = 1. i. m . ~ bn cos (w nt+ <Pn) . (2) 

1 

The frequencies W n may include some not required for the representation of V ; these are included 
in eq (1) with vanishing coefficients. We denote the average power absorbed by the resistor 
at frequency W n by 

1 JT P n=(V n1[V(t)]) t == ¥!:! 2T - 1' Vit)l(t) dt . (3) 

2. Modulation 

Partition the total voltage into two parts, a "carrier " (VI ) and the combination of signal 
and modulation products, such that 

V = V1+ V2 

(V21[V1J) = 0 (4) 

defining as modulation products all frequencies (oth er than the signal) appearing in V but not 
in the curren t that obtains in the absence of signaL 

I lleprese ntability by cq (2) is esse ntially what is meant by StcpanolI almost periodici ty. See A. S. Besicoviteh , Almost periQdic functions, 
eil . n , sections 2 a lld 3 (D over Publications, New York, N . Y., 1954). 
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THEOREM. The sources in V 2 supply at least as much power as is absorbed by the sinks in 112 • 

The total power supplied by the sources and sinks of 112 is 

(5) 

The fIrst term on the right is nonnegative by the nondecreasing property of I , and the second 
term vanishes by the definition of V 2• 

The total power available in all modulation products is therefore not greater than that sup
plied by the signal source, 01' modulation efficiency cannot exceed unity. 

3 . Necessary Relations Among Pn 

The total power absorbed by the resistor is 

as VI is a nonnegative function of t . Now , 

by virtue of uniform convergence. Further, 

so that 

making 

using Schwarz's inequality and the boundedness of V and 1. Similarly 

1;P~::;i1;a! b~::;i(1; l a" b,,1)2::;i1;a!1;b!< <Xl. 

The final condition follows from the nondecreasing behavior of I: 

8(x) == < { V(t) - V(t - x) } { I[T1(t)] - I [T1(t - x)] }) t ~ O. 

Now 

V(t) - V(t - x)= 1;a" {cos (wnt+ 8n)-cos (wnt-wnx+ 8n)} 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

= 1;an {[I - cos wnx] cos (wnt+ 8n)-sin W"x sin (wnt+8,,) } 

with a similar expression for I(t) - I (t-x), making 

8(x)= 'L,!a"b" cos (cJ>,. - 8,,){ (I-cos wnx)2-sin2 w"x} 

= 21;P ,,(I -cos wnx). 

These results can be collected as the four conditions: 

(a) 1;Pn~ O 

(b) 1; IP nl < <Xl 

(c) 1;P!< <Xl 

(d ) 1;Pn(l - cos wnx) ~O all x. 

4 . Sufficiency 

(10) 

The above necessary conditions are also sufficient; given a set of w" and P " satisfying 
(a)-(d), there exists at least one combination of allowed vol tage and resistor producing a set 
of P n arbitrarily close to the specified values. 
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.B"'or consider lho yoHago 
(11) 

Condition (c) guarantees the Parseval equation and (b) makes V uniformly almost periodic. 
Condition (d) shows that V never exceeds its value at t= O (VO=A2~Pn) and condition (a) 
makes Vo positive. Let V be applied across the resistor described by 

{
a, V::;Vo- o 

1= 
1, V > Vo- o 

(12) 

where 0 is a small positive constant. There is a theorem 2 that V possesses translation numbers 

such that 

for n< Nj (13) 

hence a relatively dense set of time intervals for which Vo-o< V< Vo, yielding unit current. 
By setting I /A 2 equal to the fraction of the time that the current is uni ty, the power at Wn is 
given by 

(14) 

that is, P~/P n is equal to the average value of cos wnt on the time intervals of unit ClUTent. This 
ratio can be made as close to unity as desired for any number (N) of frequencies, by reducing 0, 
for the continuity of V in eq (11) provide a continuous r eduction of the intervals of integration. 
For n> N , the arithmetic elTor P~-Pn can be made arbitrarily small by a sufficiently large 
choice of N , because by eq (14), !p~/P nl ::; 1, and ~ IFni converges. 

5 . Practical Theorems 

Three practical theorems can be deduced directly from tho necessary and sufficient rela
tions among the P n' For the modulation theorem, we consider a sinusoidal carrier and signal, 
o that all Wn are of tho form nwc+ mws, (- 00 < n, m < (0). Condition (d) yield 

(15) 

For x= 27rk /wc, k an integer, this becomes 

(16) 

and we can choose k to make the cosine less than e for m< M excepting the values m = lwc/ws, 
for which the cosine becomes unity. Therefore ~~Pnm~ O, summing over all frequencies that 
are not harmonics of the carrier. 

The second theorem states that subharmonics cannot be generated. Let T be the least 
common period of the source (or in general the least translation number of the source voltagej. 
Then P n(l - cos W nT ) vanishes for all positive P n , and condition (d) requires this expression to 
vanish for each of the negative P n' Hence all sinks have the period T; all generated frequencies 
are harmonic of difference frequencies. 

The third theorem limits the efficiency of harmonic generation to l /n2. For 

making 
PI(l - COS wx) -IP nl (I - cos nwx) ~ ° 

IPnl < I - cos WX 

PI -I-cos nwx 
sin2 wx/2 

sin2 nwx/2' 

2 A. S. Besicovitch, Almost periodic functions, p. 53 (Dover Publications, New York, N . Y., 1954). 
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As x~O, the ratio of sines squared goes to its minimum value of 1/n2. 
The positive definite form (d) can be generalized: 

THEOREM. If 9 (w) = w Sa '" 'i' (x) sin wX dx, where <p (x) is a nonincl'easing positire function, and 

the integral is summed in the Cesaro sense, then Jrg] = ~g (w n)Pn is positive definite. 
For 

g(w) = lim f A (l - x/X)<p(x)d(l - cos wx) 
A-HO 0 

= ~~~ {~Sax rp(x)(l - cos wx)dx+ SaA (l - x/X)(I - cos wx)( - drp) } (18) 

upon integrating by parts. Then 

1 f X f X J[g] = lim ~ rp(x)~Pn(l -cos-w;,x)dx+lim (l -x/X)~Pn(l - cos wnx)( - drp) 
o . 0 

(19 j 

using the uniform convergence of (d). By (d) and the restrictions on 10, there are no negative 
terms on th e right, so 

J[g] 2 0. (20) 

COROLLARY: 

In this range of Ct, J vanishes only for the trivial case of all P n zero. The closure J (2) is positive 
semidefinite; it vanishes for V= sin3 wt, I (V) = O for V:SO , I (V)= 1 for V > O. 

6. Appendix 

Let l eV) have only a finite numb er of simple discontinuities in any fini te range of V. Let 
these be at the points V i. Let O< o< g.l.b. lVi- V ii and let l.u .b . II (V+ o) - I (V)I=B so th at 
for any O< ~< o , I I (V+ ~) - I(V)1 :S B . For IV- V il> o, I is continuous in the interval [V, V± ~], 
and ~ can be chosen to make I I(V± ~) - I(V) I< .\ , where S is any assigned positive numb er. 
Therefore, 

r s, [V- V il> o 
II (V ± e)- I (V) I:S ~ 

l B , IV- V ii :S o. 

N ow if Vet) is uniformly almost periodic, but not periodic, we can choose 0 so that on the 
interval to:St:Sto+ l, the measure of t for which IV- V il :So is less than ZS2. 
Then 

and 

N ow the translation numbers T of Vet) make [V(t+ T) - V et) I < ~ so tha t 

f 1J 1.+1 }~ 
l.u .b. l I 0 II[V(t + T)] - I [V(t)Wdt < tvB 2+ 1 

and l et) is Stepanofi almost periodic, with a Fourier Series which converges to l et) in the mean 
square. 

If V et) is periodic, t:10 11 l(t ) is also per odic, hence Stepanofi a. p . a for tiori. 

WASHINGTON, Decembc~' 19, 1955. 
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